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After getting caught shoplifting, the last thing Emma expected was for her father to throw her to the

wolves.With her deceased mother being a taboo topic, Emma is shocked when her father gives her

and her best friend Kate a choice- finally face the legal consequences of their wild lifestyle, or spend

a year with her mother's 'people.' She didn't even know her mother had 'people.'Thomas is the

aging Alpha of a hidden werewolf pack, whose two sons, the mysterious Elam and the dark and

sexy Galen, soon find themselves enamored of the two new women, vying for the position of Alpha,

and starting to uncover the secret of Emma's mother's past.In the days following the Alpha

challenge, nerves are shot, feelings are raw, and Emma finds herself in the middle of her first

'heat.'Deciding between letting Elam guard her or claim her becomes the least of her problems as

the pack's respected Alpha dies, leaving a pack divided against tradition, brothers in competition, a

friendship torn, and changes from within that Emma never saw coming.The respected will fall, the

honored will be exposed, and the truth will come out. All of it.
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I read the first part of this series in a collection and had to stop and find the rest of this series

because i loved it so much. Boy was I glad it was already complete and in one set. Emma and Kate

have been shoplifting all over town. Their dads are the sheriff and pastor and they have been

paying off all the stores until they are fed up with it, Emma;s dad decides to send her to live with her

mom's family in the mountains. Kate;s family is taking her on a mission trip. It ends up both girls go

to Emma's mom's parents. WELL, No one has told Emma that her mother was a shifter and she

must learn to adapt to the ways of the pack.Kate finds her mate very quickly and moves in with him.

Emma is attracted to the adopted son. There is a lot of inter fighting created by the wife of the

Alpha. This is a really good book and shows yet again another side of shifters and how things could

be. It is a really good read. Five Stars for sure!

AWESOME !!!Emma was turning 19 her best friend Kate was her "partner in Crime" ...since they

were little they have been fond of shopping ..well more like shoplifting and they felt they were so

great at it because no one had ever caught them..well they decided to head to the next county over

and try their luck at the shopping mall there but .... they got caught ,yep they weren't as good as

they thought they were.. so their dad's decided to give them some "tough Love"Emma's Mom

passed away when she was young so she knew nothing about her mom's family..Kate's Mom and

dad were heading to Africa to be missionaries so the choice was stay with her Mom's family or jail

and Kate's dad agreed to let her go with Kate instead of coming with them..So we have now the

arrival for Emma and Kate and they are met by Elam and Galen.. unbeknownst to Galen and Elam

their Father decides their will be an Alpha challenge ..Book 2...There are a lot of twist and turns

Kate feels a connection between her and Galen, She is His mate and even tho she is a bit confused

she accepts Galen and runs to him their first night there .. Emma is Drawn to Elam but is having

reservations as to why.. He explains to Emma about her coming into heat and that SHE will be HIS

.. she also learns that the Alpha's mate for now is nuts... and she really dislikes Elam and Emma

and makes things difficult then there is the challenge between Gael and Elam..and Elam wins

making him the new Alpha...Book 3...this one is the clincher of the entire group...Emma is

kidnapped as well as Kate by the crazy lady ..LOL but as Emma realizes thru her gift of sight what

has transpired for her Mom to leave the pack but then Her and Kate are rescued and all comes

completely out in the open as Galen explains what he was told from his father on his death bedElam

gets Emma Galen gets Kate and they all have the HEA ... Great books Even tho individually the

stories are short as the group/box set it is wonderful cause you are not left with Cliffhangers...I am



so glad JL Klaire let this set be free for a few days other wise I would have never got to read the

conclusion of this series...

It wasn't what I expected when I started to read it, but after the first few chapters it started going and

I really got into it. Sometimes I wish the love goes a little slower, but when a wolf wants something it

seems to know right away. Perfect blend of love and hate and it comes with an ending you never

expected. Love it!!!Until Next Time... Tabi

POSTED Alphas Divided by JM KlaireEmma, Sheriff Hayle's daughter, and Kate, the preacher's kid,

were trouble waiting to happen. They finally got caught by someone who wouldn't let them get away

with it. Emma was offered a choice, jail and a lifetime record or spend a year with her deceased

mother's family. Kate was allowed to accompany her. Read about their adventures as they adapt to

a strange new lifestyle. Could there be love in their future? Could they be happy? Could this be the

best thing that ever happened to them or the life ending worst? A well written compelling story. I

highly recommend it.I received a copy of this book in exchange for a review. The opinions are

honestly my own.Judy

This story was SOOO good! The story follows Emma and her best friend Kate. They are two

teenaged shoplifters who get caught in the wrong place and canÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t force their way

out of the situation like they could do in their home county. To get out of having a record, they

accept the fate of going to EmmaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s deceased motherÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“people,ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• who they discover arenÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t just people but

wolf shifters. Despite being 3 books, the story itself reads very fast and tells of fascinating that

weave the main characters together. I hope that there is a follow-up to this story because the

characters were very deep and it was easy to find yourself following each one to the end!

Too many mischiefs between Emma the sheriff daughter, and Kate, the pastor daughter so,

punishment was in order. To the mountains with EmmaÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s mother people. They

were kind of different but will take care of them. Little Emma knew that arrangement was going to

change hers and KateÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s lives. Entertaining full story of shifters and their mates.

Liked the intrigue, the suspense, the strong action, hot sex and twist in the story that kept me

interested in the plot development. I had read the first part some time ago and it was really good to

read it as a whole. Love these shifters stories that are amusing and entertaining.



I loved this series. Emma and Kate didn't realize what the result of them shoplifting in another

county would lead too. Either jail or live with a wolf pack (unbeknown to them) for a year. Jamie

Klaire is a wonderful author, who brings this story to life. You won't want to put it down.

This story moves very fast. There is a lot of action and some really sexy times. The last quarter is

twisty as hell, but also very happy.
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